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List of Doctoral Thesis Titles (March 2018, September 2018)
Month of Degree 
Conferral
Name Doctoral Thesis Title
March ???? Iwauchi Shotaro
A Treatise on Phenomenological Essentialism: 
New Key to the Transcendental Eidetic Sciences
March ???? Lavelle Isabelle
Anywhere Out of the World Translating Decadence 
in Japanese Literature, ????-????
March ???? Martinez Sires Paula 
HIGUCHI ICHIYO IN MODERN JAPANESE 
AND EUROPEAN DRESS: 
Modern Japanese versions (gendaigoyaku) of 
Higuchi Ichiyo?s Takekurabe and their Relationship 
with English, Castilian Spanish and Catalan 
Translations
Month of Degree 
Conferral
Name Doctoral Thesis Title
September ????
Dawood Soliman 
Rosemary Soliman
WOMEN IN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN JAPAN: 
A study on women?s changing roles and strategies 
in political participation since the ????s
September ???? Singpliam Porranee
WOMEN AND NATION
 Historicizing Thai Femininity From ????s-????s
Doctoral theses may be viewed on the Waseda University Repository, a digital repository operated 
by Waseda University Library.
https://waseda.repo.nii.ac.jp/
